GLAZ music
Sounds from Bretagne at

Czech music crossroads
20–22/5/2022 Ostrava Czech Republic
Glaz Music gathers more than 20 professional music companies based in Brittany which are all engaged, with a high artistic standard, in the international development of local artists and music bands. Promoters, managers, music halls, festivals, editors: Glaz Music represents the diversity of musical aesthetics which grows in Brittany and the diversity of « making ».

When it comes to world and traditional music, Bretagnes(s) World Sounds, a network of world music producers, is a major partner of Glaz Music, and helps weaving new connections between the traditional musical aesthetics of Brittany and the rest of the world. Together, with the support of the French Institut and the CNM, we enlighten the richness of musical creation in Brittany.

**THE BRETON DELEGATION AT CZECH MUSIC CROSSROADS**

**Leïla Chaibeddra** - Tartine Productions  
+33 6 74 62 49 52  
leila@tartine-production.com

**Nolwenn Chaslot** - Bretagne(s) World Sounds  
+33 7 88 41 13 15  
coordination@bws.bzh

**Joe Daventry** - Swap Music  
+ 33 6 62 66 86 61  
joe@swap-music.com

**Sarah Karlikow** - Spectacle vivant en Bretagne  
+ 33 6 75 78 53 79  
s.karlikow@svbretagne.fr

**Manon Fouquet** - La Criée diffusion  
+ 33 6 89 23 91 55  
fouquet.manon@gmail.com

**Frédéric Le Floch** - L’Usinerie  
+33 6 70 56 73 97  
frederic@lusinerie.com

**Jacques-Antoine Pinel** - Naïade Productions  
+33 6 23 11 39 11  
prod@naiadeproductions.com
SATURDAY 21 MAY
BANDS FROM BRITTANY

**Bel Air de Forro**

**Community Hall - 15.00-15.30**

Contact: Manon FOUQUET
fouquet.manon@gmail.com / +33 (0) 6 89 23 91 55

The perfect match amongst three outstanding musicians mastering the Brazilian North-East urban music. Mariana Caetano contributes with her powerful voice and an engaging and quite personal way of exchanging with the audience; Yann Le Corre brings the roots of Breton culture in his virtuous musicality while Marcelo Costa welds point them all with surgical precision.

**Joy.D**

**Theatre Hall - 15.45-16.15**

Contact: Joe DAVENTRY
joe@swap-music.com / +33 (0)6 62 66 86 61

Joy.D sets up the basement of her sensitive pop soul by digging into her Indian Ocean roots (Reunion island) and by exploring her own vision of what multi ethnic culture is nowadays. Joy.D voice is singular, honest and powerful.

**‘Ndiaz**

**Community Hall - 16.30-17.00**

Contact: Frédéric LE FLOCH
frederic@lusinerie.com / +33 (0)6 70 56 73 97

On one side it’s like a rock concert with high energy and you will want to dance on this « Power Quartet ». On the other side, you will feel calmer, more contemplative. Ndiaz will make you live an amazing new experience with the discovery of a culture through its dance and music open to the world.

**Fleuves**

**Community Hall - 23.00-00.00**

Contact: Frédéric LE FLOCH
frederic@lusinerie.com / +33 (0) 6 70 56 73 97

Fleuves is an atypical trio composed of clarinetist Emilien Robic, Piano Fender Rhodes player Samson Dayou and bass player Romain Dubois. While building their entire repertoire inspired by the rhythms of traditional dances from Brittany, the three musicians developed a unique electronic music endowed with a strong cinematic potential.
IN 2022 & 2023
MEET GLAZ MUSIC BANDS AND DELEGATION at

- **WOMEX** in Lisbon, **PORTUGAL**, 19-23 October 2022
- **LES TRANS & BARS EN TRANS** in Rennes (Brittany), **FRANCE**, 7-10 December 2022
- **NOBORDER** in Brest (Brittany), **FRANCE**, 7-11 December 2022
- **CELTIC CONNECTIONS & SHOWCASE SCOTLAND** in Glasgow, **UK**, 25-29 January 2023, for a special partnership with Brittany

#GlazMusic  @GlazMusicBretagne  @glazmusic

glazmusic.com

Coordination

Spectacle vivant en Bretagne - FRANCE
+33 2 99 37 34 58 - spectacle-vivant-bretagne.fr
in cooperation with Bretagne(s) World Sounds - bws.bzh
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